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Abstract. Textual CBR systems solve problems by reusing experiences that are
in textual form. Knowledge-rich comparison of textual cases remains an important challenge for these systems. However mapping text data into a structured case
representation requires a significant knowledge engineering effort. In this paper
we look at automated acquisition of the case indexing vocabulary as a two step
process involving feature selection followed by feature generalisation. Boosted
decision stumps are employed as a means to select features that are predictive and
relatively orthogonal. Association rule induction is employed to capture feature
co-occurrence patterns. Generalised features are constructed by applying these
rules. Essentially, rules preserve implicit semantic relationships between features
and applying them has the desired effect of bringing together cases that would
have otherwise been overlooked during case retrieval. Experiments with four textual data sets show significant improvement in retrieval accuracy whenever generalised features are used. The results further suggest that boosted decision stumps
with generalised features to be a promising combination.

1 Introduction
Past problem solving experiences captured in textual form present an interesting challenge to CBR system development. This is because experiences in unstructured form
containing free text must first be mapped into structured cases before they can be meaningfully compared and reused for future problem solving. Textual CBR (TCBR) involves reuse of experiences that are in text form [14]. Unlike Information Retrieval
approaches TCBR aims to develop case representation mechanisms that can better support knowledge-rich comparison of cases.
TCBR systems often access a variety of knowledge sources (e.g. domain specific
thesauri, natural language parsers etc.) to establish an indexing vocabulary [5]. The
general aim is to facilitate structured case representation and enhance retrieval. In this
paper we investigate how introspective learning can be employed to automate the acquisition of the case indexing vocabulary [13]. We present techniques that are generally
applicable when textual experiences are pre-classified according to the types of problems they solve. Essentially we shall exploit implicit knowledge already existing in text
documents to discover keywords that on their own or as a set in combination with others, are predictive of the problem class. The case indexing vocabulary will constitute

just these selected keywords and so this process can be viewed as dimension reduction
or feature selection.
Feature selection techniques employed by machine learning algorithms for supervised learning tasks such as classification are known to successfully improve accuracy,
efficiency and comprehension of learned concepts [12]. Typically these techniques have
been applied in problem domains consisting of structured cases. They have also been
employed by CBR systems to identify relevant features for building an index for case
retrieval [11]. A feature selection technique can be categorised as either being a filter or
a wrapper approach. The wrapper approach uses feedback from the final learning algorithm to guide the search for the set of features. Generally this feedback ensures selection of a good set of features tailored for the learning algorithm but has the disadvantage
of being time consuming because feedback involves learner accuracy ascertained from
cross-validation runs. Filters are seen as data pre-processors and generally do not require feedback from the final learner. As a result they tend to be faster, scaling better to
large datasets. Selection techniques presented in this paper fall under filter approaches
which are particularly suited to processing of medium to large text collections.
In classification problems a good feature is one that is predictive of the problem
class on its own or in combination with other features. Selection according to the performance of a combination of features is particularly useful for text data because there
is often the need to identify similar meaning words that are used interchangeably (synonyms) and the same word being used with different meaning (polysemies). In both situations similar cases can be overlooked during retrieval if these semantic relationships
are ignored. This paper introduces a novel feature selection technique that discovers and
preserves semantic relationships in the case representation as part of the selection process. Boosted decision stumps are used for feature selection and semantic relationships
are captured using association rule induction.
Section 2 describes the commonly used information gain based feature selection
technique which is then used by the boosted feature selection technique in Section 3.
The Apriori association rule learner is discussed in Section 4 and is employed as a
means to capture semantic relationships between features. In Section 5, induced rules
are utilised to form a generalised document representation and in doing so introduces
novel ways of combining it with feature selection. Experimental results are reported on
four textual classification tasks in Section 6. An overview of case representation and
indexing issues in textual CBR research and how techniques presented in this paper
relate to existing ones are discussed in Section 7, followed by conclusions in Section 8.

2 Feature Selection with Information Gain
We first introduce the notation used in this paper to assist presentation of the different
feature selection techniques. Let  be the set of all labelled documents,  the set
of all features which are essentially words. A document is a pair  , where
   is a binary valued feature vector corresponding to the presence or
=
absence of words in  ; and  is ’s class label [18]. The experiments in this paper use
binary class domains so  is either 0 (negative class) or 1 (positive class). Let  be the
training subset containing labelled documents    !#" .

The main aim of feature selection is to reduce $ %$ to a smaller feature subset size
by selecting features ranked according to some goodness criteria. The selected &
features then form a new binary-valued feature vector (' and a corresponding reduced
word vocabulary set  ' , where  '*)  and $  ' $,+-$ .$ . The new representation of
document with  ' is a pair '  .
A feature’s discriminatory power is a useful gauge of its goodness and is commonly
ascertained using the information gain (IG) score ([17], [16]).
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Here the probabilities are estimated from  using m-estimates [15]. The information
gain based ranking and selection of features is the base line algorithm used in this paper
and we will refer to it as BASE (Figure 1).

P

= feature subset size
BASE
Foreach Q6RTSVU
calculate IG score using W
sort U  in decreasing order of IG scores
UYX = Q OZO[\[E[\Z Q6]^
Return U_X

Fig. 1. Feature selection with IG based ranking.

A feature goodness score like IG reflects a feature’s ability to discriminate between
classes. A possible shortfall with BASE is that selected features although having high
scores may exercise their discriminatory power in similar ways. Consider documents
from two mailing lists about computer hardware, one list containing messages about
solving PC problems and the other dedicated to Apple Macs. An example of the top
ranked words might be: “centris”, “quadra”, “eisa”, “bus”, “client”, “server” etc. Here
both “centris” and “quadra” are likely to suggest a hidden concept such as machine
type. Similarly “eisa” and “bus” are likely to co-occur in similar documents an possibly relate to an implicit concept like internal architecture, while “client” and “server”
are also features that can be viewed as belonging to a further implicit concept such as
process communication. Ideally we would like to explicate these semantic relationships
but firstly we need to ensure that as many of the hidden concepts are captured by at least
a single representative discriminatory feature. This means that if we were restricted to
select just three out of the six words a useful selection might be: “quadra”, “eisa” and
“server” to cover each of the hidden concepts; instead of just the top three “centris”,
“quadra” and “eisa”. What this example is highlighting is that selecting just the top
ranked features with BASE can result in a feature set that is not particularly representative of hidden concepts thereby having a detrimental effect on case comparison. In the

following section we combine IG based feature selection with boosting as a first step
towards dealing with this problem.

3 Feature Selection with Boosted Decision Stumps
Boosting is known to improve the performance of learning algorithms particularly with
tasks that exhibit varying degrees of difficulty [9]. The general idea of boosting is to
iteratively generate several (weak) learners, with each learner biased by the training
set error in the previous iteration or trial. Each learner works hard at solving training
instances that were incorrectly classified in previous iterations. This is achieved by associating weights with instances in the training set and updating these weights at each
trial. Weights of instances correctly solved by the most recent learner are decreased, and
this has the effect of increasing weights of incorrectly classified instances. It means that
at the next trial the learner is forced to work harder at solving these difficult instances.
In order to classify a new test instance, the votes of each learner are combined to form
a majority vote. Each vote is typically weighted by learner accuracy because it makes
sense to trust those learners that have a higher accuracy on the training set.
An interesting approach to feature selection is to use boosting with a one-level decision tree, known as a decision stump, as the learning algorithm ( [6], [8]). Constructing
such a learner involves selecting a single feature, based on its ability to discriminate
between classes [10]. For this purpose decision stumps are typically formed from features with high information gain. An example of two decision stumps from the binary
classed computer hardware domain appear in Figure 2. Here a “+” denotes documents
from the Apple mailing list and “-” the PC mailing list. With the “centris” stump the
left leaf is formed by documents in which “centris” is present and the right leaf contains
documents where it is absent. Predicting the class of a test document using this decision stump involves traversing the left or right branch leading to a leaf depending on the
presence or absence of “centris” and labelling the document with the majority class at
that leaf. Similar explanations hold for the stump having “bus” as the splitting feature.
The stump error on the training set (err) is the percentage of the number of minority
class documents in both branches.
Since a decision stump partitions the domain based on the values of a single feature,
the set of stumps generated with boosting form the set of selected features. Therefore
with & boosted iterations a set of & features are selected and these form the reduced
feature subset  ' . The B OOST feature selection technique is shown in Figure 3. At
each boosted iteration the feature with highest IG is selected forming the stump for the
training set  . Initially all ` documents are assigned the same weight of ab@` . With each
trial these weights are updated so that the weights of correctly classified examples are
reduced according to the error of the stumps. In practice once weights are updated, they
need to be re-normalised so that their sum remains one. The impact of updated weights
will be reflected in the IG scores where the prior and conditional probabilities are calculated on weighted documents, and this in turn will influence the feature selected in the
next iteration when forming the stump. The boosting mechanism adopted here is similar to AdaBoost.M1 [9], the only difference being that updating of document weights
is based on the error of the committee of stumps learned thus far, instead of the error
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Fig. 2. Decision stumps.

B OOST

Foreach j=R*S j=R Z\[O[\[EZ j=kB
initialise j R ’s weight to 1 / l
Repeat
F = highest ranked features from BASE
F = F mnU X
Q*o = highest of F
stumps = stumps p DecisionStump(Q*o ,W )
U X = U X pqQ o
err = error rate of stumps on W
Foreach j R S4W
if j R is correctly classified by stumps
update j=R ’s weight = weight * (err/1-err)
re-normalise all weights
++trial
Until (trial = max-trial)
Return UYX
Fig. 3. Feature selection with boosted stumps.

of the most recent decision stump. With initial stumps containing features with higher
IG scores the committee approach to updating document weights enables stumps from
earlier iterations to exert a greater influence on feature selection.
Features that are discriminatory in similar ways have less opportunity to be selected
with B OOST. However, with most tasks, information about which features co-occur
with selected features can provide useful knowledge for case similarity, particularly in
the presence of hidden concepts. In the next section we use an association rule learner to
identify co-occurring features for selected features. A generalised feature space formed
by applying these learned rules to selected features provides a richer case representation
which in turn will enrich case comparison.

4 Feature Generalisation with Association Rule Induction
Apriori [1] is a well known association rule induction algorithm introduced for the
market-basket analysis domain where one wishes to find regularities in people’s shopping behaviour. It generates rules of the form H r B, where the rule body B is a
conjunction of items, and the rule head H is a single item. Association rules are discovered in two stages. Firstly Apriori identifies sets of items that frequently co-occur, i.e.
above a given minimum threshold. It then generates rules from these itemsets ensuring
frequency and accuracy are above minimum thresholds.

4.1

Rule Generation and Selection

+r1:centri<- print (6.5%, 17.2%, 0.3%)

stuvwxyzt{|}Dw~t
stvwxyzt{|}

*GuG
*GuG

+r4:centri<- iisi
+r5:centri<- simm

(7.7%, 14.5%, 0.1%)
(9.0%, 16.3%, 0.3%)

+r7:centri<- lc

(9.0%, 16.3%, 0.3%)

stvwxyzt{|}D~t~GuGL
}tvF|}Gw~

DG*

-r2:bus <- standard (10.3%, 31.5%, 1.2%)
-r3:bus <- window (13.6%, 29.5%, 1.2%)
-r4:bus <- id (20.5%, 28.3%, 1.7%)

}tvF|}Gt{x
u*GG
}tvF|}G{Fw~
LGuGu*

-r7:bus <- drive local

(10.3%, 37.0%, 2.1%)

Fig. 4. Example list of rules from the hardware domain.

An obvious analogy exists between frequently occurring itemsets in shopping transactions and frequently occurring words in a set of documents. This means that rules can
be used to predict the presence of the head feature given that all the features in the body
are present in the document. This means that a case satisfying the body even when the
head feature is absent, will be considered closer to other cases that actually have the
head feature present. Figure 4 lists two sets of rules generated for the hardware mailing list domain. The first rule set corresponds to rules generated with “centris” as the
rule head and the other set with “bus” as the head. The class of documents from which
these rules were induced are indicated by the rule prefix. This is important because
co-occurrences of features are a signature of a particular class of documents.
In order to tie in a set of rules to a class it is necessary to constrain rule generation
so that a rule’s body contains features that are predictive of the same class as the rule’s
head, and learning is restricted to documents from this class. The predictive class of
features is estimated according to class conditional probabilities. Going back to Figure 2, if “centris” is to be used as the head feature of the rule then the higher conditional
probability, CL`¢¡ 5 a!$ £  indicates that it is most likely to appear in documents
A
from the positive
class. If instead “bus” is the head feature then the higher conditional
probability J¤\¥¡ 5 a!$§¦  suggests the negative class.
A
An informed
rule selection strategy is necessary because Apriori typically will generate many rules [3]. The percentages in Figure 4 are the coverage, accuracy and information gain for each generated rule. Generally the first two measures are used by
Apriori during rule generation to prune the search space. Here coverage (or frequency)
is the percentage of documents in which a rule is applicable; and confidence (or accuracy) is the proportion of documents in which the rule prediction is correct. The third
measures the gain in information due to the rule’s body, and indicates how well the
body is able to predict the presence or absence of the head feature. It is this measure
that we have found most informative when selecting the ¨ best rules from those gen-

erated. The three best rules predictive of each of the two head features (i.e. “centris”,
“bus”) according to information gain are in bold.
4.2

Feature Generalisation

The objective of applying learned association rules is to improve case comparison by
providing a more generalised case representation. Good generalisation will have the
desired effect of bringing cases that are semantically related closer to each other that
previously would have been incorrectly treated as being further apart. Association rules
are able to capture implicit relationships (e.g. like synonyms) that exist between features. When these rules are applied they have the effect of squashing these features,
which can be viewed as feature generalisation.
For a feature ©«ª¬® , let ¯°ª be the set of association rules induced with ©«ª as
the head feature, where Lª±Y²³©«ª´r¶µ^± . Here the rule body µ«± is a conjunction of
features from ¸·4 ©«ª¢" and when true implies the presence of the head feature ©«ª .
Given a document’s initial representation =  (i.e. using all features in  ), the
ª @¹   ¹ ª =º
generalised representation = ' '  is obtained by applying  ª± ² ª r
N
5
ª , giving;
where ª¼»°½
ÀÁ a
' ' 5¿¾
a
ª
Å

if ª =1
º
ªÄ» ) =1
if ( Â »OÃ
otherwise

All this means is that 'ª ' is instantiated with value 1 if either the head of the rule or
its body is true, and is 0 otherwise. Consequently, the generalised new document representation ' ' tends to be less sparse than , because 0 values are likely to have their
values flipped to 1. Essentially ' ' remains a binary valued feature vector, whose values
indicate the presence or absence of a feature © ' ' , where © ' ' ¬Æ ' ' , but  ' ' ) ½  , since
these features no longer correspond to presence or absence of single words.
Figure 5 illustrates how rules are used to generalise feature vectors. Here two forms
of five trivial feature vectors are shown. The left table shows values for each vector using all the features in  =  “centri”, “bus”, “drive”, “quadra”,   " , with the 
column showing the document class. The right table shows the effect of generalisation after the sets of rules are applied. For sake of simplicity we use only the single
best rule from each of the rule sets  ¯ÈÇÉ@Ê2Ë ª , ¯ÈÌJÍ@Î , ¯ÈÏ\Ë ª¼Ð É , ¯ÈÑÍ@ÒÏ\ËEÒ  " ; listed at
the top of the figure. The first two rule sets contain a complete rule each: ¯ ÇÉ¢@Ê2Ë ª =
@£Ó@Ô®²ÕL`Ær
Ö¥(×B,×Ø" , ¯ ÌÙÍ@Î = ,¦«=ÚÛ²Ó¤O¥#¡ÜrÝ;ßÞB;" . So for example any
rule from ¯ ÇÉ@Ê2Ë ª (e.g. £Ó@Ôà²(L` ) is applied to the left table’s “centri” column on
any document from the positive class, while rules from ¯ ÌÙÍ@Î are applied to the “bus”
column on any document from the negative class. The right table is the result of applying these rule sets. The other two rule sets: ¯ÈÏ\Ë ªáÐ É and ¯ÈÑ¢Í@ÒÏ\Ë\Ò contain rules that
have empty bodies. Such rules are not uncommon and indicate that Apriori was unable
to find rules above specified minimum thresholds. Applying empty rules amounts to
unchanged values, i.e. no generalisation takes place.

sets of rules ={{+r6:centri <- quadra}, {-r5:bus <- drive}, {-r0:drive<- O}, {+r0:quadra<- O}, ...}
using all features

generalised features
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Fig. 5. Example of generalisation with rules.

5 Combining Feature Selection with Generalisation
An obvious manner in which to perform generalisation is after feature selection. In
Figure 6 BASE G EN does exactly this using BASE first to form  ' . It then uses  ' as a
handle on ruleset generation, where a ruleset ¯ ª is generated for each selected feature
© ª ' ¬Æ ' . This restricts the number of generated rule sets to & , so $  ' ' $ 5 $  ' $ . Here a
rule  ªì± ¬°¯ ª is of the form  ªì± ²;© ª' ríµ ± , where the rule body µ ± is still a conjunction
of features in 8·î © ª ' " , but the head now applies to a selected feature in  ' , where
 ' )  .
Interestingly we can also combine feature generalisation with boosted feature selection so that the boosted search for the best set of features is influenced at each iteration by the generalisation of the feature selected in the previous iteration. B OOST G EN
achieves this as shown in Figure 7. It calls K L`TL× H ¡L before forming the decision
stump, as a result the decision stump is formed by splitting the training set according to
the new generalised feature.
Generalisation after feature selection is attractive because generated rules will contain rule bodies that bring in features from the larger feature pool  . In this manner
both BASE G EN and B OOST G EN are able to link selected features from  ' with other
less frequently used features. This may be seen as supplementing selected features in
 ' with background knowledge from  . Additionally B OOST G EN’s boosted feature
selection will tend to discover generalised features that are less likely to have overlapping semantic relationships with other generalised features.

6 Evaluation
Feature selection and generalisation techniques enable the mapping of textual documents into structured cases with which the case base is formed. Different case representations are formed using the 4 algorithms presented in this paper:

U_X X = i ; U_X = i
BASE G EN
call BASE to form UYX
Foreach j R S4W 
Foreach Q*o^S U X,ï UD
ð X X =generalise(ð R o , Q o )
Ro
Qño X X =new generalised feature
U_X X = UYX X;pòQño X X
Return U X X

U X X = i ; U X = i ; stumps = i
max-trial = P
trial = 1

select-rules(Q )
ó
= rules with Q as rule head
ó
sort decreasing order of rule IG
break ties with coverage
ó
retain the best ô in
ó
Return

B OOST G EN
..
.
Repeat
F = highest ranked features from BASE
F = F m6U_X
Q o = highest of F
U X = U X pòQ o
Foreach j R SVW
ð X X = generalise(ð R o , Q*o )
Ro
Qño X X = new generalised feature
stumps = stumps p DecisionStump(Qõo X X ,W )
U_X X = UYX X;pòQño X X
err = error rate of stumps on W
..
.
++trial
Until (trial = max-trial)
Return U X X

Fig. 6. Generalisation after feature selection.

Fig. 7. Generalisation with boosted selection.

generalise(ð , Q )
ó
= select-rules(Q )
ó
apply each rule in
ð
ð
generalising to X X
Return ð X X

1.
2.
3.
4.

BASE, feature selection using the standard IG ranking (Figure 1);
B OOST, feature selection with boosting (Figure 3);
BASE G EN, generalisation after feature selection (Figure 6); and
B OOST G EN, generalisation in combination with boosting (Figure 7)

The case retrieval performance using test set accuracy with 3 nearest neighbours is
used to compare the above algorithms. A modified case similarity metric is used to
refrain from treating the absence of words in the same way as the presence of words.
This is because the presence of a word in documents is intuitively more important for
measuring their similarity, than its absence. We accomplish this affect by weighting
the similarity in non-present words by the inverse of the feature subset size. What this
means is that as increasing number of features are used to represent documents, the
influence of similarity due to the absence of similar words is reduced.
Textual cases were formed by pre-processing documents by firstly removing stop
words (common words) and special characters such as quote marks, commas and full
stops (except for ”!”, ”@”, ”%”, ”$” because they have been found to be discriminative
for some domains [17]). Remaining words are reduced to their stem using the Porter’s
algorithm. Essentially,  is formed by all word-stems ( $ %$ö 8000) remaining after
document pre-processing. For our experiments we use pre-processed documents from
the following text corpuses:

– LingSpam dataset has been formed to study the problem of spam. It contains 2893
email messages, of which 83% are non-spam messages related to linguistics, and
rest are spam [17].
– 20 Newsgroups dataset is a corpus of about 20,000 Usenet news postings into 20
different newsgroups. One thousand messages from each of the twenty newsgroups
were chosen at random and partitioned by newsgroup name [15]. For our experiments we use three sub-corpuses, where the messages from two newsgroups are
combined to form a binary classification as follows: Religion and Politics (RelPol);
Apple Mac and PC Hardware (MacPc); and Space and Medical Science (SpcMed).
We created equal sized disjoint training and test sets, where each set contains 20%
of documents randomly selected from the original corpus, preserving class distribution
in the original corpus. For repeated trials, 15 such train test splits are formed. Significance is reported from a paired one tailed t-test with 99% confidence. The graphs show
averaged accuracy on test set with increasing number of selected features.
6.1

Results
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Fig. 8. Accuracy results for LingSpam.

The general behaviour of all four algorithms with the LingSpam corpus indicate an
initial steep rise in accuracy (upto 20 features) after which there is hardly any improvement with increasing numbers of features (see Figure 8). The generalisation achieved
with BASE G EN has resulted in a small but significant increase in accuracy over BASE,
while B OOST has only managed a slight improvement. However, B OOST G EN’s generalisation combined with boosting has significantly outperformed the other algorithms,
achieving the highest accuracy approaching 99%. The overall accuracy results suggest
that this domain is relatively easy because BASE achieves 93.6% accuracy with only
five features and improves this accuracy to over 97% with twenty features and above.

The reason for this is due to the nature of the LingSpam corpus, where there are a few
very discriminatory features from non spam messages that are sufficient to differentiate
spam messages.
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Fig. 9. Accuracy results for RelPol.

Figure 9 shows the results with the RelPol task. Compared to LingSpam the classification of documents in to Religion and Politics seems to present a harder task because
overall accuracy is lower. B OOST results are comparable to BASE where boosted feature selection shows improved accuracy with relatively smaller feature subset sizes. As
before algorithms employing generalisation (BASE G EN and B OOST G EN) outperform
those without generalisation (BASE and B OOST), with B OOST G EN having significantly
improved performance over all other algorithms (including BASE G EN).
The results from the MacPc classification task appear in Figure 10. This task is expected to be the hardest, because similar terminology (e.g. monitor, hard drive) can be
used in reference to both PC and Apple Mac hardware. Additionally the same hardware
problem can be applicable in both mailing lists resulting in cross posting of the same
message. Although boosting on its own has not improved accuracy, boosting combined
with generalisation (B OOST G EN) is significantly better than all other algorithms including BASE G EN at all feature subset sizes. Interestingly the accuracies for algorithms
using generalisation (BASE G EN and B OOST G EN) continue to rise with increasing feature subset sizes. The poor performance of B OOST can be explained by the relatively
low discriminatory power of features in this domain. In fact selecting the most discriminatory feature followed by boosting of incorrectly classified documents can be harmful,
because updating of document weights prevents discovery of supportive features in subsequent boosted iterations.
A similar significant increase in classification accuracy with generalisation compared to without it is seen with the SpcMed domain (see Figure 11). Noticeably the
overall winner here is BASE G EN having done significantly better than B OOST G EN
for the first time. Furthermore, boosting is not helpful and its performance is signifi-
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Fig. 10. Accuracy results for MacPc.
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Fig. 11. Accuracy results for SpcMed.

cantly worse than BASE. Closer examination of B OOST’s results indicate over-fitting
behaviour, because the accuracy on training set is higher than that of BASE’s accuracy
on training set, but this gain is not reflected in test set accuracy. The generalisation
used in B OOST G EN maintains comparable performance to BASE G EN with up to 35
features, after which accuracy drops quickly as more features are used and over-fitting
from boosting takes effect.
6.2

Evaluation Summary

The results from the significance tests are summarised in Table 1. The first two columns
convey the gain with boosting (B OOST vs. BASE and B OOST G EN vs. BASE G EN); and

Table 1. Results summary according to significance.
Boosting
Generalisation
B OOST B OOST G EN BASE G EN B OOST G EN
Data Set vs. BASE vs. BASE G EN vs. BASE vs. B OOST
z
z
z
LingSpam no diff.
z
z
z
RelPol
no diff.
z
z
z
{
MacPc
z
z
SciMed
{
{

the other two the gain with generalisation (BASE G EN vs. BASE and B OOST G EN vs.
B OOST). Overall feature generalisation improves algorithm performance significantly
It is worth noting that generalisation is able to continuously improve accuracy with
increasing feature subset sizes with all domains, making it clearly more robust to overfitting. Generally boosting is not helpful on its own, but B OOST G EN combining boosting with generalisation achieves significant improvement over all other algorithms in 3
out of 4 domains.

7 Related Work
Current practice in TCBR system development show that the indexing vocabulary and
similarity knowledge containers are typically acquired manually [19]. This is not surprising because of the ambiguous nature of free text. Although NLP tools can be applied
to analyse free text they are often too brittle partly because they tend to analyse text
from a purely linguistic point of view. Instead a piecemeal approach involving increasing levels of knowledge intensive containers have been identified as the basis for TCBR
system development [13]. Generally these levels are broadly seen as connected with the
case representation vocabulary or the similarity measure. Tools such as stemming, stop
word removal and domain specific dictionaries form less intensive knowledge levels and
are mostly automated. Acquiring semantic relationships between words typically form
higher knowledge levels and are harder to automate and remain an important challenge.
The difficulty with acquiring an appropriate indexing vocabulary and the need for
structured case representation within the law domain is discussed in [4]. The S MILE
system adopts a fine-grained sentence level class, whereby sentences are manually categorised into classes. It is interesting to note that although our approach does not explicitly assign classes at the sentence level, we also found it necessary to automatically
link induced rules to applicable document classes. S MILE employs a decision tree based
index scheme to partition the case base, but this is only possible after case sentences are
manually marked-up (with words specified in a domain specific thesauri) to mitigate
the synonym problem. We believe that our approach to feature generalisation with association rules helps automate the extraction of synonym relationships, provided that
these relationships are already implicit in the textual case base.
Association rules have previously been used to reduce sparseness of initial user
rating tables in collaborative recommendation [2]. Unlike traditional correlation based

approaches Apriori is able to capture statistics about co-occurring features efficiently
because it exploits the fact that no superset of an infrequent itemset can be frequent.
Work presented in this paper combines feature selection with rule induction providing
a useful strategy to manage rule generation and selection. Additionally the boosting in
our approach attempts to capture features that tend to be orthogonal and with which
hidden concepts can be discovered by exploiting rules generated by Apriori.
The aims of feature generalisation discussed in this paper are similar to those of Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI); a popular dimension reduction technique for text data. It
uses singular value decomposition to map the word based feature vector representation
into a lower dimensional latent space of artificial features [6]. Recently LSI was also integrated with textual case retrieval, where case similarity is computed on the basis of the
lower dimensional case representation [7]. Unlike LSI our approach to feature vector
generalisation explicitly captures hidden semantic relationships by way of association
rules, enabling easier interpretation of generalised features during case comparison.
Still it will be intriguing to see how the feature selection and generalisation techniques
introduced in this paper compare with LSI based case representation.

8 Conclusions
The idea of feature generalisation and combining this with feature selection to form
structured cases for textual retrieval is a novel contribution of this paper. Feature generalisation helps tone down ambiguities that exist in free text by capturing semantic
relationships and incorporating these in the case representation. This enables a much
better comparison of cases.
The two main approaches presented in this paper are feature selection with boosting and feature generalisation with association rules. Essentially feature selection helps
with identifying discriminatory features while feature generalisation captures semantic relationships. Overall case representation with generalisation significantly improved
accuracy over algorithms without generalisation, and promises great potential for automated acquisition of both the indexing vocabulary and the similarity containers. The
effect of boosting is mixed where on its own gives modest improvement or even harmful in some domains, where it is more prone to over-fitting. Further research is needed
to understand the relationship between types of problem domains and boosting performance. However the best results in 3 of the 4 test domains were obtained by the
combination of generalisation with boosting.
An interesting observation is that with feature selection and generalisation a more
effective case retrieval is achieved even with a relatively small set of features. This is
attractive because smaller vocabularies can effectively be used to build concise indices
that are understandable and easier to interpret.
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